Use the Simple Present or Present Progressive. Some sentences are negative.

1] This semester, you ____________________________ [take] ESL 103 and 103R.

2] How many times a week ____________ you _____________________ [come] to class?

3] He __________________________ [do] his homework on Saturday night because he __________________________ [go] out for dinner with his family.


5] __________________ Mike ___________________ [work] at the store today?

6] No, he __________________________. He ____________________________ [work] at home on a school project.

7] They saved their money for a down payment and now they ______________________ [own] the house they used to rent.


9] She __________________________ [go] to the library twice a week.

10] The children __________________________ [play]. Instead, they ______________ [watch] a video for school about the Civil Rights Movement and Martin Luther King.

12] They __________________________ [go] to school at night because they __________________________ [study] during the day.

13] How often ____________ you ___________________ [see] a movie in English?

14] Tanya ________________________________ [see] the dentist today because she __________________________ [have] a toothache.